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DONUT FRY SHORTENINGS
Dawn offers a range of donut fry shortenings to meet every 
baker’s desired donut performance.
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DONUT FRY SHORTENINGS

WORKING METHOD
1.  Make the cake donuts according to directions on the bag. 

2.  Fry in High Oleic Soy Donut Fry Shortening for best results.

3.  Let cool, glaze and dip.

WORKING METHOD
1.   Make the cake donuts according to 

directions on the bag. 

2.   Fry in High Oleic Soy Donut Fry 

Shortening for best results.

3.   Let cool. Swirl icing fruits partway 

into the glaze and dip.

DAWN  
LEMON OLD 
FASHIONED  
DONUTS

STRAWBERRY
DONUT

INGREDIENTS
• 02484773 – Dawn Lemon Old Fashioned Donut Mix

• 00204123 – Dawn Exceptional® Medium-Thick Set 

Enhanced Stability Original Donut Glaze

INGREDIENTS
• 00008581 – Dawn Exceptional Majestic 

Strawberry ‘N Crème Mix

• 00015867 – Dawn Strawberry Icing Fruit 

Bits or 00418691 – Dawn Strawberry 

Icing Fruits

• 00672560 Dawn Exceptional® Enhanced 

Stability White Flat Icing 43#
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DONUT FRY SHORTENINGS

DONUT FRY SHORTENINGS
Frying oil is critical to the outcome of a donut 
– it determines surface texture and color, glaze 
adherence, imparts flavor and contributes to overall 
shelf life of the donut.

We know that fry shortening is not a one-size-fits-all 
proposition. Dawn offers a full portfolio of donut fry 
shortenings to make great donuts that meet taste and 
texture preferences and deliver desired shelf life. 

HIGH OLEIC SOY DONUT FRY SHORTENING
New innovation in domestically grown soybean has led to the next generation of 

donut fry shortenings! High oleic donut fry shortening is very stable and is the best 

option for glaze and icing adherence and donuts expected to have a longer shelf-life. 

It imparts a neutral flavor and does not smoke or build-up in the fryer.

REFINED ANIMAL VEGETABLE DONUT FRY SHORTENING
A traditional blend of animal fat and vegetable oil, the naturally occurring trans fat in 

this shortening adds stability and helps donuts set up well to deliver good glaze and 

icing adherence. It does not smoke and has minimal build-up in the fryer.

EIE SOY DONUT FRY SHORTENING
Domestically sourced soybeans are processed to create donut fry shortening that 

absorbs less oil (as compared to non-EIE shortening) and therefore enables good icing 

and glaze adherence. Imparts a neutral flavor into the donut.

SOY/PALM DONUT FRY SHORTENING
Created from a blend of domestic soy oil and imported palm oil, this shortening does 

not require hydrogenation, therefore enabling a “cleaner label”. The soy/palm blend 

delivers good glaze and icing adherence, a less “palmy” flavor, and results in limited 

fryer smoking.

US REFINED PALM DONUT FRY SHORTENING
Imported palm oil is re-refined in the US, leading to a more consistent shortening as 

compared to imported products. Palm donut fry shortening is an economical option 

for frying donuts and offers a “cleaner” label without hydrogenation. Additionally, all 

palm products are non-GMO.



Reliable mixes that deliver delicious and versatile options that help your bakery thrive.

DONUT FRY SHORTENING PORTFOLIO

HAVE QUESTIONS OR WANT MORE INSPIRATION? 
Contact us at 1.800.292.1362 or visit DAWNFOODS.COM

The Bakery Essentials® portfolio is designed to provide you with a comprehensive range 

of baking ingredients and supplies, making Dawn your one-stop-shop for all your bakery 

needs. You can count on Dawn to identify quality products from a trusted source to 

enable your bakery success.

Don’t see the exact product you are looking for on this list? Please reach out to your Dawn Sales Rep for additional support.  

Donut Glazes

Take your donuts to the next level 

with our full line of easy-to-use glazes. 

Count on consistent sheen, easy 

application and rich flavors for donuts 

your customers will love.

Icings

Whether you need a chocolate icing 

that gives you smooth coverage or a 

high-sheen white icing for pastries, 

Dawn icings provide enhanced stability 

and quick drying times.

Glazes, icings, and flavored cake donuts to make your bakery exceptionally popular.

WITH DAWN, YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL

Majestic® Flavored Cake Donuts

Our wide variety of Dawn Exceptional® 

flavored mixes satisfy your customers’ 

appetite for fresh options while being 

a top-performing, highly consistent 

product for your bakery team. 

Category Item # Description Pack 
Size Type Vegan Allergen 

Free
Non-
GMO

High Oleic Soy

2505404 BAKERY ESSENTIALS HIGH OLEIC SOY DONUT FRY SHORTENING 50# 50# Soy Yes Yes No

Animal/Vegetable

2505157 BAKERY ESSENTIALS REFINED ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE SHORTENING 50# 50#
Animal &  
Vegetable

No Yes No

EIE Soy

2505412 BAKERY ESSENTIALS ENZYMATIC INTERESTERIFIED SOY DONUT FRY SHORTENING 50# 50# Soy Yes Yes No

Soy/Palm Blend

2505420 BAKERY ESSENTIALS PALM SOY DONUT FRY SHORTENING 50# 50# Palm/Soy Blend Yes Yes No

US Refined Palm

2505537 BAKERY ESSENTIALS LOW MELT DONUT FRY SHORTENING 50# 50# Palm Yes Yes Yes


